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About This Game

Critical Mass is an action puzzle game that takes traditional match 3 and brings it into the world of 3D. We combine fast
addictive game play with strategy to create a new and innovative experience.

Key features:

Fast Addictive Gameplay

4 Unique Game Modes

Online Leaderboards & Ranking Systems

Achievements & Skillpoint Rewards

Accessible to Everyone

Exciting Colorful Art Style

Great Music & Sound Effects.
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Publisher:
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The most amazing and versatile illustration software for it's price, hell, for any price really.
It's so easy to use, and developers are always so helpful. Much kudos to them.
Even if you can't draw very well, you still can make pretty awesome stuff with the tons of options included.
And you can animate your images real easy, I really can't give this program enough credit.
It's... so... good..... Bought this game on impulse. Very happy with graphics and movement. Extremely clean game. Combat is
wonky and sometimes you can phase through a bump in the terrain and get stuck. Overall for the hour I played I am extremely
impressed with this release. Compared to Ark: Survival Evolved this game is beyond ahead of what Ark was when it released as
early access. Maybe some more friendly animals to make it more interesting ie. rabbits, monkeys, whatever would be on an
island. If you are a surival game fan pick this game up. It's going places.. this game is cross platform card game its good. You
can flip people off. For what more can you ask?. This is a good game, I hadn't played it in a while, and then installed it again,
and it was fun. Turn based strategy with exploring and fighting.. Good, I like it. First impression is that the way the ball thing
moves is strange cause it goes backwards as apposed to my mouse movements, I soon worked it out though. Though controling
like that is not easy.

I like it, its a nice well made little game to play just to kill 10 minutes every now and then. Worth the money, its neat and fun.
Making the orb fling around is fun when getting up some momentum and flicking around fast.

Its worth the try, if you are after a quick fun game to play.

For the price I recommend giving it a try at least.
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Simple gameplay. Excellent story. =). Bricked my USB ports, and was forced to Reset Windows 10. I can't recommend this
program because the Driver Backup feature is a paid feature, meanwhile if you get your drivers ruined, you're as screwed as
they come.. The idea behind this game is great but the product should never have been released as is. It's far too buggy, with
serious lag issues and freezing up of text boxes. Also, the starting difficulty is far too high and much information crucial to
completing quests is left out or stated in an extremely general and vague way. I suggest that the developers withdraw this game
for now, iron out the glitches, tone down the starting difficulty level, and provide clearer instructions. Then I'd be happy to
reconsider it. As it stands now, I cannot recommend Void Monsters.. IT IS ALL GOOD NOW! GG

*no longer actual
Random CTD crashes (without any out of sync or stuttering warnings) during online play with a friend against AI. Never
experienced in this form before. Also, restoring game does not work as it just jumps back to main menu every time I click at
any saved game file. Yet another example of a release which is broken at launch. It just isn't AAA title this time. FIX IT guys!!!

edit from 11/27/2015. Game restore sort of "works" now as a host I even got into the actual game but no longer than for 1-5
secs. The game desynches then no matter what. My friend however, when invited to the lobby of the restored game always finds
out that the game does not remember nothing at his side. What team was he in? What colour he was? How were the other (AI)
teams (nations, colours, alliances), only non-random acteur he sees is me as the host. Soon it will be a month from the release
and a multiplayer portion of the game is still unplayable due to aforementioned issues!. SHort nut pretty nice )

Thank you!
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